Inheritance of rDNA spacer length variants in man.
We studied the rDNA spacer length polymorphism in a sample of 121 individuals belonging to families of 2-3 generations. Our data, obtained by restriction pattern analysis of genomic DNA, confirmed the limited and discrete nature of this polymorphism. Using the pattern as a genetic marker, we analyzed the segregation of length variants in the different families and we investigated the possible occurrence of unequal crossing-over events among homologous and nonhomologous rDNA clusters. No direct evidence of recombination in the spacer region that we analyzed emerged from our study. All the differences in the restriction patterns observed among individuals from the same family could be explained as resulting from meiotic segregation. Family data showed a multichromosomal distribution of NTS length variants and demonstrated a direct correspondence between the frequency of a variant in the population and its degree of spreading on the different rDNA clusters.